We report evidence for a second order transition from an infrared conformal phase to a chirally broken one in four dimensions. We use a SU(2) gauged Nambu Jona-Lasinio theory featuring two Dirac fermions in the adjoint representation as a model. The transition occurs as function of the four-fermion coupling, at the critical value of the fermion mass. A continuous transition guarantees the existence of walking behavior of the model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Critical phenomena are related to phase transitions between distinct phases of matter. Conformal field theories are the natural theoretical framework to classify and analyse the associated phase transitions [1] .
A renown example of phase transitions is the numberof-flavour-driven quantum phase transitions from an IR fixed point to a non-conformal phase where chiral symmetry is broken [2] . Several scenarios have been considered for this type of phase transition ranging from a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT)-like phase transition [3] , used for four dimensions in [2, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , to a jumping (non-continuous) phase transition [10] . The discovery that higher-dimensional representations could be (near) conformal [11] for a small number of flavours led to the well-known conformal window phase diagram of [12] that guides lattice investigations [13] .
A smooth quantum phase transition in fourdimensional gauge-fermion theories is also known as walking [5, 6] . It is expected to enhance the effect of bilinear fermion operators in models of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking.
For gauge-fermion theories, since the flavor number is a discontinuous quantity, it is not possible to approach the transition in a continuous way, limiting studies of the nature of the transition. For this reason we consider instead the quantum phase phase transition in the gauged Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (gNJL) model with two Dirac fermions transforming according to the adjoint representation of the gauge group. The model is expected to posses a varying anomalous dimension in the infrared conformal phase [14] . At a large enough Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) coupling, the four fermion interaction is expected to break chiral symmetry. Because of these features models such as the one investigated here were * Electronic address: jarno.rantaharju@helsinki.fi † Electronic address: pica@cp3.sdu.dk ‡ Electronic address: sannino@cp3.sdu.dk termed Ideal Walking [14, 15] .
In our previous work we determined the mass anomalous dimension at the infrared fixed point for four values of the NJL coupling [16] . As predicted [14] , we found an anomalous dimension that indeed increases monotonously with the NJL coupling. We also found preliminary evidence for a second order transition between the chirally broken and conformally symmetric phases.
Here we go beyond the initial investigation by confirming the continuous nature of the phase transition. To establish the nature of the conformal to chiral symmetry breaking transition we use lattice sizes up to L = 24 and three different lattice spacings. We measure the order parameter of the transition, the chiral condensate, using the non-diagonal partially conserved axial current (PCAC) relation. We identify the scaling of the order parameter in the vicinity of the transition point. We observe a stable scaling dimension at each value of the lattice spacing, which is consistent with a second order point in the gauge versus NJL coupling plane. The discovery of walking dynamics is supported by the simultaneous occurrence of a continuous conformal to chirally broken transition along with the observed increasing value of the fermion mass anomalous dimension nearing the phase transition from the conformal phase.
II. THE GAUGED NJL MODEL
We study the SU(2) gauge field theory with 2 Dirac fermion flavors transforming according to the adjoint representation of the gauge group augmented with an NJL type four fermion term,
The NJL term partially breaks the chiral symmetry preserving an U(1)×U(1) subgroup of the full SU(4) flavor symmetry. This reduced gNJL model behaves similarly to the full model, but has convenient characteristics [17] . It can be simulated without being affected by a sign prob- lem and the enhanced symmetry at y = 0 protects the coupling from additive renormalisation.
Since an anomalous dimension is a unique property of a fixed point, a varying anomalous dimension suggests that there is a line of infrared fixed points in the couplings space accessible when changing the gauge coupling g and the NJL coupling y. The line is known to intersect with the y = 0 line and extends into the y > 0 plane [15, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Two compatible scenarios are at play for the conformal to chiral symmetry breaking transition. In the first scenario the infrared fixed line is attractive for arbitrarily large values of the gauge coupling, from zero and up to a finite value of the NJL coupling. At large enough y the renormalization group flow is no longer attracted to the IR fixed line, but runs to infinity, breaking chiral symmetry. This scenario is also compatible with a jumping transition [10] .
The second scenario features a fixed point merger between the IR fixed line and a second line of corresponding to a UV fixed point at some larger value of the gauge coupling. As we increase the NJL coupling, the lines approach each other and merge at some critical y. The merger induces a continuous transition [10, 14] point. This scenario is schematically represented in Figure 1 .
To disentangle a continuous transition from a jumping one, we study the order parameter of the chirally broken phase on the lattice.
We start with the discretised version of the continuum action which reads where L x,µν (U ) is the plaquette discretisation of the gauge action, D W is the Wilson Dirac operator and a is the lattice spacing. The four fermion term is enacted by employing two auxiliary fields, σ(x) and π 3 (x). The original action involving the four fermion term is recovered by performing the integral of the partition function over the auxiliary fields. The zero fermion mass phase diagram of the model is shown in Figure 2 , including the new results for the location of the chiral symmetry breaking transition. A more complete description of the phase diagram can be found in [16] . Here we concentrate on the edge of the chirally broken phase 1.b and avoid the unphysical finite size phase 2 and bulk phase 3.
III. CHIRAL SYMMETRY BREAKING TRANSITION
Due to the partially broken chiral symmetry, it is straightforward to determine the chiral condensate without additive renormalisation. We use the partially conserved axial current (PCAC) relation derived in [17] .
Here N D labels the nondiagonal directions of the flavor symmetry, which are broken by the NJL term. Unlike the diagonal correlation functions, the nondiagonal ones do not have disconnected contributions. In the chirally broken phasem N D has a nonzero expectation value. In the infrared conformal phase it must vanish with all mass scales, which makes it an order parameter of the transition.
We use three values of the gauge coupling, β = 3, 2.5, and 2.25, to quantify the dependence of the transition on the lattice spacing and two lattice sizes, L = 20 and 24, to quantify volume dependence. We use hypercubic lattices with V = L 4 to measure auxiliary field expectation values and extended lattices with V = 2L × L 3 to measure correlation functions.
The auxiliary field expectation values are measured after each update and autocorrelation are monitored for each parameter set. The autocorrelation times grow when approaching the massless surface and the chiral symmetry breaking transition as expected, but remain smaller that 5 full updates for most parameters sets.
We identify the critical line at each pair of β and y. As a result of the NJL term, the correlation function of the Goldstone boson includes a disconnected contribution, making it numerically challenging to evaluate the quark mass. Instead, it is more convenient to use the auxiliary field π 3 . At the critical line, the model goes through a second order transition, where π 3 acquires a non-zero expectation value. We determine the critical line by measuring the condensate as a function of the bare quark mass and fitting a second order scaling relation as described in [16] .
We parametrize the critical line using a second order interpolating function to increase the number of measurements at different values of y and to reduce the effects of statistical and systematic uncertainties. At each value of β we fit the measured values of the critical mass (m c ) to the function
The values of the fit parameters and corresponding values of χ 2 are given in Table I . The exact parameters used will be included in a following publication. We then measure the condensatem N D along the critical line. When approaching the transition in the chirally broken phase, at leading order, we expect the condensate to scale asm
Fits to this functional form are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5 and the fit parameters are reported in Table II . The figures also show values at L = 16 from reference [16] for comparison. These values are, however, not used in the fits reported here. For the two finer lattice spacings at β = 2.5 and 3, we find significant finite size effects close to the transition. In both cases the measurements closest to the transition are incompatible with the scaling relation and are excluded.
The scaling dimension extracted at the three different values of the lattice spacing are compatible within statistical and systematic accuracy, consistent with a single second order fixed point. There are no noticeable finite size effects at β = 2.25 and the our measurements at this value extend closest to the critical point. We therefore quote the value at β = 2.25 as our estimate of the scaling dimension of the order parameter, ν = 0.69 ± 0.02. The results are compatible with a second order transition and disfavor a first order transition. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We investigated the quantum phase transition between the infrared conformal and the chirally broken phases of an SU(2) gauged NJL model with two Dirac fermions transforming according to the adjoint representation of the gauge group. Here we showed compelling evidence for the discovery of a second order transition between these two phases. To achieve our result, we measured the order parameter for the conformal phase at the critical value of the fermion mass, for a range of four-fermion couplings y and lattice spacings β. We found that the order parameter scales toward zero with a scaling exponent equal to 0.69 ± 2, in agreement with the hypothesis of a second order phase transition. We found a consistent scaling exponent for three different lattice spacings explored in this work. Our results are obtained on lattices large enough for each value of the parameters use, to be considered at "infinite volume".
Because of the smooth nature of the newly unveiled four-dimensional quantum phase transition our results support the existence of walking behavior. In fact, the continuity of the transition guarantees that, when being sufficiently close to infrared conformality, when approaching the transition from the chirally broken phase we are in a near conformal (i.e. walking) regime.
For the future it is relevant to investigate the spectrum of the theory in the broken phase, paying special attention to the lightest scalar of the theory at large charges [25] . The reason being that for a continuous quantum phase transition, a dilaton-like mode is expected to appear in the walking regime to enforce approximate conformal invariance [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . This subject has recently received renewed interest [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] due to recent lattice studies [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] that reported evidence of the presence of a light singlet scalar particle in the spectrum. 
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